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Industry trends
Today the world is digitally connected in ways that have
revolutionized the human experience. Enterprises now have
unprecedented access to petabytes of data being generated
from sources like automobiles, airplanes, hospitals, robotic
arms, manufacturing plants and more. The management of
these datasets is a major challenge that businesses in every
industry face. Data is a key enabler for artificial intelligence
(AI), and most companies are exploring or have adopted AI
tools to optimize business operations or improve customer
satisfaction. Eighty-five percent of business leaders believe
AI will allow their companies to obtain or sustain a competitive advantage1.
AI models are developed from data generated at the edge
or in the cloud, and accesses additional external data sources
to further enhance those models. What’s currently evolving
within the enterprise space is how those models are deployed
and continually updated. A successful approach to data
derives actionable insights in real-time, which helps businesses become more agile and responsive, and generates
greater value from their data. Complex and heterogeneous
data analytics tools have taken over the market, but many
aren’t well integrated, making it difficult to manage and
monitor datasets. As society evolves and continues its reliance
on expanding datasets, the business needs for data security,
privacy and compliance are expected to increase. The rules
around sensitive data, personal data and data residency are
constantly in the spotlight, as industries defend themselves
from the growing number of cyberattacks.
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Get more from your data
By 2025, Gartner says

75%

of data generated will
need to be created and
processed outside of a
data center or cloud2.

30%

of data generated will need
to be handled in real-time by
2025, according to IDC3.

The power of edge analytics at IBM
In collaboration, IBM® and Equinix have created an edge
analytics solution powered by IBM Cloud Pak for Data running
in Equinix Metro Edge data centers. These data centers are
strategically placed in 53 markets across 25 different countries.
Enterprises with geographically dispersed data aggregation
points can deploy their IBM Edge Analytics solutions in
multiple countries or regions with Equinix. This combination
helps achieve a consistent level of service across all locations
without engaging numerous data center vendors. Edge
Analytics at metro edge data centers empowers customers
to collect and organize data at the edge and gain actionable
insights from their data in near real time. The benefit of
edge-deployed analytics is not only real-time functionality,
but also the ability to build and train machine learning models
and data pipelines locally. From these edge-based engines
the business can deploy the data models to different metro
edge locations and update centralized models with reports or
sample data—rather than entire data sets—making global and
regional model building more efficient.

As data grows and begins to be more available in real-time,
industries need data analytics solutions that can be implemented at the point of data ingestion, rather than moving large
datasets to a centralized location due to the associated impact
to performance, cost and security/compliance parameters.
Edge analytics is a distributed approach that places AI and
analytics engines at the metro edge where data is ingested.
By leveraging edge analytics, the business can generate
tangible, measurable and actionable insights from their ocean
of data transforming them into a more data-driven business.
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Future direction

– Metro edge or network edge. Network and cloud
aggregation points where the clouds and networks
exchange traffic. For example, Equinix data centers
are metro-level edges that are present in most of the
major metros around the world. These locations are
typically within 10-15 milliseconds RTT of end devices.
These data centers can support the large power densities
required by AI training hardware and readily connect
with all major cloud infrastructure providers.

IBM views edge analytics as a strategic solution for enterprises.
With Cloud Pak for Data, we are aiming to provide a data and
AI layer for businesses from multi-cloud to edge, reducing the
cost of data management and movement, and ultimately help
customers gain insights about their business, thus bringing
agility to their day-to-day operations.
Know your edge
The term “edge” is widely used in multiple capacities and
different industry has varied definitions, as such it’s important
to establish clear definitions of micro versus metro edge, and
other key terminologies used in this edge analytics solution.

– Public cloud region. Hyperscale data centers that are
present in different regions of the world. IBM Cloud,
Google Cloud Platform, AWS and Microsoft Azure all have
data centers in many global locations. These locations are
typically 30-40 milliseconds RTT from end devices.

– Device edge. End devices such as sensors on devices,
smartphones, smart cars, or light poles.
– Micro edge or edge server. Customer sites, factories,
stadiums, cell towers and parking lots. These locations are
typically within a 5-millisecond round-trip time (RTT) of the
end devices. These locations are limited with respect to the
amount of power they can support per rack and aren’t
suited for computing-intensive machine learning model
building operations.
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Figure 1: Topological view of
edge analytics by Cloud Pak for
Data in Equinix infrastructure
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Key benefits of using Equinix data centers
The right edge location for deploying edge analytics solutions
depends on the use case. Equinix data centers are ideal in
many use cases for the following reasons:
– Performance. Private data centers and public clouds
can’t satisfy real-time AI model inferencing performance
requirements of latency-sensitive applications. They aren’t
usually located in metros close to the customer’s location
of data origin. Equinix data centers are located in over 50
global metro markets and are within 10-15 milliseconds
of the end device in most of these markets.
– Power density. Device edge, micro-edge locations and
private data centers aren’t suitable for deploying Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU)-based AI model building racks
because of their higher power density requirements, up to
30KW per rack. Equinix data centers are equipped to handle
the higher power density requirements associated with the
AI model building hardware.

– Cost. Many of today’s edge applications can tolerate latency
of around 10 milliseconds. From a cost standpoint, it makes
sense for an enterprise to deploy their edge AI infrastructure at fewer metro locations rather than at many
micro-edge locations. From an AI model standpoint, when
building models are at scale it’s better to deploy AI
infrastructure at a metro colocation data center like Equinix
rather than in public clouds. Businesses can experience
higher data transfer costs for moving massive datasets to
a public cloud and taking data out from the public cloud.
AI at scale in a metro colocation data center is on average
1.5x cheaper than AI on public cloud hardware. Public
clouds are cost-effective for smaller sized AI problems.
– Access to many datasets. 75 percent of AI applications
on average use more than ten external datasets4. Typically,
one needs to get these datasets—like weather or traffic—
from external cloud providers or data brokers. Equinix has
high speed—meaning, low latency—private connectivity to
most clouds and networks. Enterprises can use that private
interconnection by placing their AI infrastructure at a highly
connected colocation data center like Equinix instead of a
non-network and non-cloud dense colocation data center.
There are more than 1,800 network service providers and
more than 4,000 cloud service providers located in global
Equinix data centers.
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Deploy in multiple configurations
IBM and Equinix have conducted multiple experiments to test
the capabilities of Edge Analytics by Cloud Pak for Data at one
of the Equinix Metro Edge data centers and in IBM Cloud as
an enterprise platform or global data center. The experiments
were conducted to test and validate the behavior of Cloud
Pak for Data and its foundational and extended data and AI
services at an edge location in three configurations: centralized,
decentralized and hybrid approaches.

The results from these experiments were promising as they
show that Edge Analytics by Cloud Pak for Data at the Equinix
Metro Edge can help customers reduce the cost of data
management and movement. These experiments also
demonstrate how edge-based model inferencing provides
actionable insights and recommendations by analyzing
data in real-time with minimal latency. Results from these
experiments are graphically compared in Figure 2 with the
following conclusions:

In the centralized approach, data is moved from the edge
to the central data center where both model building and
inferencing tasks are performed. In the distributed approach,
local data is used to build the edge-based models, which are
also used for edge-based model inferencing. In the hybrid
approach, models are built in the central data center, then
moved to the edge for edge-based inferencing.

– The distributed approach reduces data movement
for analytics by over 50 percent in comparison to the
centralized approach. The accuracy of the model might
degrade due to lack of visibility into global datasets which
may have an impact on certain use cases. The trade-off in
a distributed model is between the cost to move raw data
to a central location and the value of global datasets versus
regional models.
– The distributed approach drastically improves time to value
for decision-making by almost 50 percent without a decrease
in model accuracy compared to the centralized approach.
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Figure 2: Training of
machine learning models
in centralized, distributed
and hybrid approaches
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Data movement across techniques*

Summary

1200

IBM and Equinix have partnered together to provide a
well-balanced Edge Analytics by Cloud Pak for Data solution
at Equinix Metro Edge locations. Cloud Pak for Data offers
an integrated data and AI software Ecosystem from IBM
and multiple cloud providers to the edge for next generation
workloads. This enables customers to reduce costs, be
more flexible with their data management and analytics,
and be compliant with sensitive data using Equinix Metro
Edge. Equinix has a global footprint in more than 50 markets
that Are within 10-15 milliseconds from end users in most
metros and 1-2 milliseconds away from the public cloud.
The data is all connected with high bandwidth—10G,
100G—private connections creating minimal latencies
for data analytics. Equinix also has robust ecosystems
for cloud, network, finance, content and media, Internet
of Things, payments and blockchain, which opens highspeed access to different data sources.
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For more information
For more information, read the press release on the
expansion of the IBM and Equinix collaboration. To get
started with Cloud Pak for Data, try the 7-day complimentary
trial. For more information on Cloud Pak for Data and
to learn what Cloud Pak for Data can do for your organization’s data and AI needs, visit ibm.com/products/
cloud-pak-for-data.

• Centralized • Distributed • Hybrid
Figure 3: Results from Equinix data center experiments
using Edge Analytics by Cloud Pak for Data
The results above are based on this experiment and
environment. Change of these factors might change
the results
*	Total size of data sets used to train these models in this
experiment is 1100MB. Actual scenarios might vary.
#	Latency varies depending on the network speed and
location.
$	Model accuracy might vary based on the training data.
Accuracy improves with larger data samples. Model
accuracy will decrease eventually and needs to be
re-trained.
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